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A Quick Start

Welcome to the Gianluca Natalini – NGCYBIT Robotics “Play the Golden Gate Bridge” 
App.

Please note that the iPad, and iPhone and iPod Touch versions,  are a  little  different,
although all the functionality is basically the same. Some screens are set up so that the
small iPhone screen can show Melody or Chords playing. And some menu items are
combined.

First: Some folks don’t like to watch a startup movie each time they
open an App:
If you’re one of those, go to the “Startup Movie” Menu – and choose
“No Movie at Startup” (you can also come back to this menu to ‘play
the movie’ on-demand anytime you like).

Playing the Bridge
The App is all set with a
sound for you to start
playing the bridge. As the
startup movie shows on the
iPad, just swipe your finger
across the RIGHT side of
the bridge to hear musical
CHORDS. Then touch
individual ‘cables’ on the
LEFT side to play NOTES.

On the iPhone there are two
zoomed  in  screens  to  play
MELODY and CHORDS separately,  just  touch the  Melody or  Chord toggle  and the
bridge will zoom to that view. As above, strum the chords or touch individual notes.

         

http://www.ngcybit.it/


Drum “Beats”
The Beats are active as a default. Just touch the PLAY button (far right button with the

red triangle in it) to hear the default BEAT that is chosen. Now you
can play along, with notes or chords. Press the same button again to
stop.  To change the  BEAT to a  different  one,  simply touch the
BEATS  menu  and  choose  a  name.  You  can  be  playing  while
choosing  a  BEAT  and  instantly
hear the new choice. 

If  you  don’t  want  drum  “Beats”
then simply don’t touch the Play button, or simply turn OFF the
Beats: on iPad touch the green ON next to the BEATS menu, on
iPhone touch the BEATS ON next to the PARTS menu.

Playing Different Chords
On the iPad the 7 chords C D E F G A B are laid out across the bottom
left of the screen. Touch a chord name — just like on an “Autoharp” —
and strum a chord. You’ll hear a different chord for each letter.

On the iPhone touch the Chords toggle (as opposed to the Melody) and
you’ll see the chord letters C D E F G A B vertically across the left side
of the screen. Touch a chord, and strum.

Playing Notes
The default setting for what notes you’ll hear is what we call a
‘Pentatonic  Minor’  –  others  may  call  it  something  else.  It  is
simply a set of notes. If you want to hear a different set of notes,
touch the “MOOD” menu and choose one of the other Moods. Try

the  notes  then.  And ALSO try  the  Chords
with  different  MOOD  settings  –  all  the
chords are fairly different for each Mood.
Sounds of the Golden Gate Bridge!
Ok, you got through that above and maybe
you even played something you liked.  The
next  two  things  are  very  FUN:  Choosing
different sounds and recording what you play
and playing it back.
Touch the SOUNDS menu and choose a
sound, then play a little bit on the bridge,
chords and notes. These sounds are all from
the Golden Gate Bridge. Some of them are
rhythmic, sound effects, or environmental
sounds – Waves and Main Cable, Stanchion
(the Large Lamp Post). Some are “musical” and are tuned to be able 
to ‘play’ in a western music sound: Railing, High railing, Low 
Railing, 5th Railing, Lamp Post and the Foghorn. Try some of each 
type of sound and see how it works. 

Some of the sounds have been modified with added layers, these are actually the sounds 
used in the San Francisco Synthesizer Ensemble’s music “A Day in the Life of the 
Golden gate Bridge” (hear it on iTunes). Sounds such as “Railing” and “Reverse Hit” are 
examples of the modified sound.



Lastly on the iPad the up and down triangles next to the SOUNDS
menu  change  the  octave
range of the Notes played on

the LEFT side of the bridge. Many of the sounds
are  VERY  different  at  different  octaves.
Experiment.

The Sounds Menu and most menus are different on
the iPhone, the Sounds menu looks like this. 

Recording Your Golden Gate Masterpiece
If you have the BEATS “ON” as described above (it’s the Default) touching the Record
button starts recording and plays the Beat that is selected. The RECORD button is just to
the left of the PLAY button, it shows a red ‘circle’ on it. When recording you can strum
chords, change chords from C to F to G for example, play single notes. On the iPhone
you can switch between melody and chords while recording if needed. When you are
done, pres PLAY to listen to what you just did.

Lets say you like your recording. Lets save it. On the iPad the FILE menu is next to the
SOUNDS menu. On iPhone you’ll need to switch pages
with  the  ‘Blue”  page  button  on  the  lower  left  of  the
screen; the FILE menu is next to MOOD on the iPhone.

File  lets  you  got  to  the  Projects page, where you can Save and
Load your projects. In the Projects page, type in a name — touch
the long white text area at the top of the screen and a text keyboard
appears. When you have it the way you like, touch DONE on the
text keyboard then touch the SAVE PROJECT  button.  Your
project  will  show  up  in  the  list below the Save Project button.

Other Very Fun Things To Discover: Original Sounds
On the iPad touch the ‘Blue” page button on the lower left of the

screen, and a new page
is  revealed.  The  first
menu  on  the  left  side  is  Original  Sounds,
which toggles the screen to show photos of
parts of the bridge and its environs like the
water. Touch a picture to hear the sound. The
“Carbumps” sound is the sound that car tires
make speeding over the bridge’s expansion
joints  in  the  road.  You  can  touch  a  new
picture  to  hear  the  sound  even  if  another
sound has not stopped. Try the waves on the
lower left then the “Foghorn” in the middle

row on the right — they play together.

On the iPhone touch the “History About” button; this brings you to the Original Sounds 
screen as described above. The History and About screen are available here too.



History of Recording and Playing the Golden Gate Bridge
On the iPad’s main screen at the lower right, touch the HISTORY button. On the iPhone,
as  above  touch  the  “History  About”  button  —then  touch  the  History  button  (in  the
Original Sounds screen). The “Playing the Golden gate Bridge” screen is a PDF file that
can be zoomed in on to see pictures closer or read text more easily – especially on the
iPhone. There are also links to discover further information such as where San Francisco
Synthesizer Ensemble founder Doug McKechnie - one of the original people in 1975 to
record the bridge, tells his story. Just touch the “www” links to open a browser to that
location — or touch bold text to go to iTunes to hear some of the music from the San
Francisco Synthesizer Ensemble.

NOTE:  The  “Day  in  the  Life  of  the  Golden Gate  Bridge”  music  is  live  on  iTunes,
Amazon.com and cdbaby.com.

Deeper into the App: PARTS
For those of you familiar with recording and playing music with software, try the PARTS
menu and you’ll notice that there are four parts to record and play back—1-to-4, top to
bottom in the menu. You can even select the SOUND for a Part in this menu. On the iPad
the PARTS menu is on the second page, touch the ‘Blue” page button on the lower left of
the screen, and a new page is revealed with the PARTS menu and ‘1 2 3 4’ along the

control  bar  designating  each  Parts.  A  White
number is inactive or nothing is recorded on it.
The  red  indicator  shows  the  ‘target  record
track.’  You  can  turn  a  Part  OFF  after
something is recorded on it, by either touching
the number (1 2 3 4), or in the Parts menu with
the On / OFF switch for the Part. If a Part is
recorded and turned Off, when you start Play
or Record the Part will not be heard. You can
also  Delete  individual  Parts  in  this  menu  as
well.

As mentioned above, the numbers 1 2 3 4 on
the iPad indicate the state of a Part, on the main

page there is also a set of indicators, like on the iPhone, a vertical set of 4 squares next to
the Play button. Parts 1 through 4 top to bottom. A red square indicates the record target
track, Green is active and has something recorded, and White is Empty or Off.



File Management for the App
When you connect your device, (iPad or iPhone or iPod Touch) to your computer and
open iTunes and then  select your device, you can go to the ‘Apps’ tab (between the
Music and Info tabs) and manage your “Project Files” for the “Play the Golden Gate
Bridge” App that you have saved on the device.

Scroll down to the lower part of the iTunes App window to “File Sharing” and select the
Play the Golden Gate Bridge App, the projects that you saved on the Device show up and
can be dragged to a desktop folder by clicking on the name of one of the projects. Or you
can select them all and drag or with the projects selected click the “Save to…” button and
choose a location.

If you have an iPad and an iPhone this is an easy way to get projects between the two
devices. 

Tech Tip: If you are technically inclined and signed up for Dropbox, you can also use the
free “Dropbox” App on your iPad and iPhone to exchange projects without connecting
your devices to a computer. 

Select a project in the Projects area (File menu: Projects…), and choose the icon for the
“Open In…” menu at the bottom of the screen — a document square with an arrow
curving out of it. Choose DropBox (the App) and locate the folder you are exchanging
files through (or make a new folder and use that). Then touch “Upload.” 

On the other device, open the Dropbox App and open that same folder: browse to the
project file name and select it. Now choose the “Open In…” menu and choose the “Play
The Golden Gate Bridge” App. In the Projects page in Play The Golden Gate Bridge
choose the “Done” button at the top left. Touch the Play button to hear the file you shared
between devices.

There are probably other ways to exchange files similar to this, but this works and it’s
also a fun way to exchange files (send them an invite to the Dropbox folder) with other
users to have them play your creations — and vice versa.



Play the Golden Gate Bridge Sounds using realtime MIDI messages and an external
MIDI Keyboard

Play The Golden Gate Bridge app let you the ability to play live music, using the Golden
Gate Bridge sounds and an external MIDI keyboard connected with your portable device
using an USB to MIDI adapter and the Apple Camera Connection Kit (USB) or using for
example  the  iRig  MIDI  adapter  or  a  Bluetooth  /  WiFi  connection  (using  a  MIDI
Bluetooth or WiFi Keyboard).
You can also use the external MIDI keyboard to record your piece of music using the
app internal sequencer, with four independent tracks.

For help email: n  atalini.gianluca@gmail.com

HAVE FUN!
- Gianluca Natalini – NGCYBIT Robotics
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